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Unique handling Unique safety Unique service

3D manipulation

The strong, and extremely precise head, 
on which the front system is mounted, 
has a sturdy design which means that the 
front system can rotate and tilt the ele-
ments in all directions. Consequently, the 
mounting options are almost unlimited.

Power is a factor, if you can control it. 
With the Gerenuk® 500 you can fit ele-
ments millimeter precise with the sensi-
tive remote control. The whole HHI con-
cept of Power & Precision applies to its 
full extend in the Gerenuk® 500 hand-
ling abilities.

The primary unique feature of the 
Gerenuk® 500 is the ability to manipu-
late materials 360o in all directions. You
can approach the mounting area from 
any angle, and adapt the load with the 
3D feature. That is second to none.

A two-circuit vacuum system ensures that 
the suction discs always have 400% over-
capacity. A visual - and an acoustic alarm 
ensure that the machine is not operated 
until the system has reached optimum  
suction power. This makes the vacuum 
system one of the safest systems in the 
world.

The Gerenuk® 500 can go online and be
remotely serviced.  
This enables speedy diagnostics, remote 
programming and tailored repairs. The 
onboard computer supervises all systems 
and reports any damage.

You can adapt the Gerenuk® 500 to lif-
ting any kind of building material, and 
you can mount the machine on any lift-
ing host machine in your garage.  
Mount materials from 0 to 110 meters 
millimeter precise.

Remote service

Millimeter precise

400% overcapacity

All round adaptabillity

Gerenuk®500 is a hydraulic, remote-controlled multilifter that 
can be adapted to all telescopic loaders, cranes and other lifting 
gear to lift practically every known building material.

Mount from any angle.
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Technical data

Unique adaptability
Materials

Description Value

Loading capacity 1,100 lbs.

Own weight 1,500 lbs.

Adaptor weight Type specific

Machine min. width 43"

Machine min. depth 36"

Machine min. height 69"

Autonomy 8 hours

Side shift 8"

Telescopic arm 17"

Charging current 220 or 110 V

Battery specs. 2 x 152 Ah / 24 V

Charging time 10-100 % - 8 hours

Charging time 25-70 % - 1 hour

Granite Steel Fire doors Concrete Wall panelsWood Plasterboard Facade elements
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Transport

Host machines

Mount the Gerenuk® 500 on
any hostmachine already in 
your possesion. 
Mount building materials 
from 0 to 100 meters.

Made in Denmark

Pat. pend.

Sales:

Gerenuk® 500  

complies with the 

requirements  

of Machinery 

Directive 2006/42/EC.

 0

771 lbs. 1102 lbs.

The special construction of the 
Gerenuk® 500 allow e.g. fitting
of windows and doors on balco-
nies from the outside.
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